NS2 Projects

I. **NS2 based NETWORK SECURITY**
   3. Contributory Broadcast Encryption with Efficient Encryption and Short Ciphertexts (**IEEE 2015**).

II. **NS2 based LOCATION TRACKING**
   1. Local Area Prediction-Based Mobile Target Tracking in Wireless Sensor Networks (**IEEE 2015**).

III. **NS2 based QUALITY OF SERVICE**
   1. Quality of Service Routing for Multipath Manets (**IEEE 2015**).

IV. **NS2 based MULTICAST ROUTING**
   1. High-Throughput Reliable Multicast in Multi-Hop Wireless Mesh Networks (**IEEE 2015**).
V. **NS2 based VANET**


VI. **NS2 based WIMAX**


VII. **NS2 based PROTOCOL ANALYSIS**


VIII. **NS2 based UNDERWATER SENSOR NETWORK**